Correlations for *Arkansas History For Young People* Textbook

To Butler Center Lesson Plans

And

*Encyclopedia of Arkansas History and Culture* Text and Media Entries

The following links to the online Encyclopedia of Arkansas and the Lesson Plans found at the Digital Collection page from the Butler Center website are suggested for use with the *Arkansas History For Young People* textbook written by Shay Hopper for middle level students.

An asterisk indicates Butler Center Lesson Plans based on *Bandits, Bears, and Backaches: A Collection of Short Stories Based on Arkansas History*. A double asterisk indicates Butler Center Lesson Plans based on *Race Relations in the Natural State*. Both are ADE approved supplemental texts from Butler Center Books and are distributed by University of Arkansas Press. See information at the website below: [http://www.uapress.com/titles/butler/butler.html](http://www.uapress.com/titles/butler/butler.html).

Teachers in other grades may also find that these links will be of use to them in their Arkansas history classes. Please note that the teachers will need to review the text or media entries for content and grade specific utilization.

**Unit One: Young Arkansans Exploring Arkansas**

- **Chapter 1:** Welcome to Arkansas (Introduction)
  - EOA-*Arkansas Overview*

- **Chapter 2:** Geography-Let’s Take a Road Trip
  - BC Lesson Plan-*Arkansas: A Changing Climate, A Changing Land*
  - BC Lesson Plan-*Everything Is Connected: Arkansans and the Natural Environment*
  - BC Lesson Plan-*On the Road Again*
  - EOA-*Geography and Geology*
  - EOA-*Environment*

(Enrichment: See five lesson plans based on Butler Center publication, *Big Woods Bird: An Ivory-bill Story.*)
Chapter 3:  State and Local Government-How we Govern Ourselves

BC Lesson Plan-**Face It to Fix It** The lesson plan is based on introduction to the Butler Center publication, *Race Relations in the Natural State*. Annual surveys conducted by UALR are the basis for the plan. Students participate in their own “mini” survey.

BC Lesson Plans-**Elected by You: The Importance of Voting** and **Votes for Women**

EOA-**Arkansas State Constitutions**

(Enrichment: See **Aftermath Collection**.)

Chapter 4:  Economics and Tourism-Where We Live, Work, Play

BC Lesson Plan-**Immigrants Living and Working in Arkansas**

EOA-**Business, Commerce, and Industry**

(Enrichment: EOA-See 36 Search Results for **Business, Commerce and Industry in Modern Era**.)

Unit Two:  Our State’s History Through Discovery, Exploration and Settlement, The Beginning to 1803

Chapter 5:  The First Arkansans, The Beginning to 1540

BC Lesson Plan **Mastodon Kill**

EOA-**Pre-European Exploration, Pre-History Through 1540**

(Enrichment: BC Lesson Plan-**Nature and Place Names In Arkansas**)

Chapter 6:  Discovery, Exploration, and Settlement, 1541-1803

BC Lesson Plan-**Salt of the Earth: A Caddo Industry in Arkansas**

EOA-**European Exploration and Settlement, 1541-1802**

(Enrichment: EOA-**Henri De Tonti** or **Arkansas Post**)

Unit Three:  Nineteenth Century Arkansas-The Territorial Period, Statehood, and Slavery, 1803-1860

Chapter 7:  Jefferson’s Louisiana and the Exploration of a Rugged New Land, 1803-1812
BC Lesson Plan- Bears and Panthers Aplenty: Early Settlers Make A Home in Arkansas*

EOA- Louisiana Purchase Through Early Statehood, 1803-1860

(Enrichment: EOA- Sequoyah)

Chapter 8: Growing Pains: Territorial Power, Politics, and Compromise, 1813-1835

BC Lesson Plan- Mary and the Red River Raft*

BC Lesson Plan- Museum of Gray Sky*

EOA- Arkansas State Boundaries

(Enrichment: EOA- Indian Removal, Trail of Tears, Native Americans)

Chapter 9: Statehood and Slavery, 1836-1860

BC Lesson Plan- Voices of Slavery**

EOA- Slavery

Unit Four: The Civil War, Reconstruction, and the New South, 1861-1899

Chapter 10: Secession and Civil War, 1861-1865

BC Lesson Plan- Arkansas Civil War Bandits and Outlaws*

BC Lesson Plan- Secession and the Civil War**

BC Lesson Plan- Arkansas Civil War Drama

EOA- Civil War Timeline and Civil War Events Map

(Enrichment: BC Lesson Plans- Red River Campaign and Battle or Massacre: You Decide/Engagement at Poison Springs  These are based on Butler Center Publications, Civil War Diary of Private Henry A. Strong and Things Grew Beautifully Worse: The Wartime Experiences of Captain John O’Brien, 30th Arkansas Infantry, C.S.A.)

Chapter 11: The Politics of Rebuilding, 1866-1899

BC Lesson Plan- Bass Reeves: Great Lawman of the West*

BC Lesson Plan- Reconstruction**

EOA- Civil War Through Reconstruction
Chapter 12: Something Old, Something New-Society, The Economy and Race in Reconstruction-Era Arkansas, 1866-1899

BC Lesson Plan- An Unnatural Death: The End of Reconstruction **

BC Lesson Plan- The Coming of Jim Crow **

EOA- Post Reconstruction Through Gilded Age, 1875-1900

Unit Five: Early Twentieth-Century Arkansas: A New South-Progression, War, and Depression, 1900-1939

Chapter 13: Progressing into the New Century, 1900’s-1920’s

BC Lesson Plan- Progressive Era Dinner Party

BC Lesson Plan- The 1918 Flu Epidemic

EOA- Malaria Control Projects in Southeast Arkansas

Chapter 14: Wars and Wonderment, 1914-1928

BC Lesson Plan- 1927 Flood *

BC Lesson Plan- Creeping Toward the Abyss **

EOA- Early Twentieth Century, 1900 Through 1940

Chapter 15: Hard Times-The Great Depression, 1927-1939

BC Lesson Plans- Sunburns and Sore Muscles* and Timber *

EOA- Sharecropping and Tenant Farming

(Enrichment: Butler Center Lesson Plans- Arkansas and CCC and England Food Riot)

Unit Six: Mid-Twentieth-Century Arkansas: The Great War, Recovery, and Prosperity

Chapter 16: World War II and the Postwar World

BC Lesson Plan- Japanese Americans at Rowher *

BC Lesson Plan- To The North *

EOA- Rohwer Relocation Center
Chapter 17:  From Fulbright to Faubus—Representation and Circumstance, 1942-1966

BC Lesson Plan- Mass Movements and the Fight for Justice**

EOA- World War II Through Faubus Era, 1941-1967

Unit Seven:  The Cycle of Conflict and Change, 1955-1965

Chapter 18:  Separate and Unequal, 1955-1965

BC Lesson Plan- Brown v Board and the Arkansas Civil Rights Movement**

EOA- Civil Rights Movement (Twentieth Century)

(Enrichment: See Home Movie Collection and AV/AR Collection.)


BC Lesson Plan- Civil Rights Movement Since the 1960’s**

EOA- Modern Era, 1968 Through the Present

Unit Eight:  A Global, Modern Arkansas, 1992-

Chapter 20:  The White House, Arkansas on the National State, and the Future, 1992-

EOA- Modern Area Governors